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Budget for your Wellbeing.
 
As another financial year draws to a close 
planning for F17 is well advanced. Our 
budget for next year is set and our targets 
known. With any luck we will stay on course 
for an outcome very close to budget this 
year and subsequently be in a good position 
come July 1st; the start of F 17.

There is however plenty of economic 
uncertainty around us; the Federal Election, 
milk prices, water availability and base 
metal prices are all unknowns that could 
impact adversely on our performance. As a 
team everyone at Mawsons will be working 
hard to win work and deliver for our 
customers.

A new initiative from July 1st at Mawsons 
will be the introduction of “Wellbeing 
Weekends”. These compulsory four day 
(or longer) breaks will be taken by all 
employees on specified days when demand 
for our products and services is very low. 
The benefits of Wellbeing Weekends, which 
are actually short holidays that provide 
time away from work to do things such as; 
travelling, fishing, playing golf, gardening, 
camping, building a BBQ, visiting friends or 
just painting the front fence are self-evident. 
Time with family doing these things can be 
the most precious time of all. 

Not only will Wellbeing Weekends help our 
physical and mental health they should also 
make our workplaces safer, happier and 
maybe even more productive. 

Many of our people have lots of outstanding 
annual and long service leave. All 

employees will be required to take at 
least two extra days off for Wellbeing 
Weekends next year. The compulsory extra 
days off will be taken from each persons’ 
own annual leave. Employees will have 
the choice of taking at least two days off 
on either; October 31st (Melbourne Cup 
Eve), December 23rd (the Friday before 
Christmas) or January 27th (the Friday after 
Australia Day). Some plants may close on 
each of these three days meaning staff at 
those sites have three Wellbeing Weekends. 
This arrangement is consistent with our 
EBA’s.

It is hoped that by taking a few extra days’ 
leave people will “get the bug” and take 
more holidays. Remember, all full time 
employees are allocated 4 weeks’ annual 
leave per year and long service leave is 
available after 10 years’ service. Thus many 
staff can afford to take 5 weeks’ leave next 
year without going close to running out of 
holidays. Start your planning now!

The new financial year brings with it a 
new capital budget. Next year we will 
continue to upgrade plant, equipment and 
facilities across many sites. Other sites will 
benefit from good hand-me-downs and 
hopefully everyone will benefit from good 
rains, prosperous rural and mining sectors 
and well directed government spending. 
As always the challenge to manage in 
competitive markets will test us; better 
plant and improved systems combined with 
continued training and additional holidays 
will equip us well for the challenges ahead.

John Mawson, Managing Director
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Our Family Day this year 
is to be held on Sunday 
9th October 2016 at the 
Billabong Ranch Echuca. We 
look forward to a great day 
with lots of activities on offer. 
Check out  
www.billabongranch.com.au 

Make a note in your diary 
and look out for more details 
to be forwarded shortly.

FaMily day

OCTOBER

9th saVe tHe date!
FaMily day 2016



naturalization cereMony For saM and sonia

Sam Manduskar from the Accounts and Finance Department in 
Cohuna, and his daughter Sonia, became Australian Citizens on 
7th March 2016 at a ceremony at Monash University, Melbourne. 
Sam came to Australia from India in 2008 and settled in 
Melbourne. Sam said becoming an Australian citizen has made 
him aware of the new privileges and new responsibilities in his 
new home.

Congratulations Sam and Sonia!

MelBourne international FloWer and garden sHoW
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Mawsons were again exhibitors at this years’ Melbourne 
International Flower and Garden Show. This time our stand 
was in a more “trafficked” area and consequently we had a lot 
more interest in our products. We featured “Gabion” baskets (as 
shown above) which can be filled with many different varieties 
and colours of stone from our quarries and garden centres. The 
baskets are a very popular feature for gardens and can be used 
to create retaining walls, feature walls, supports for seats, letter 
boxes, planter box surrounds – in fact their use is only limited by 
imagination.

Many of the display gardens at the show had a “Gabion” 
feature in their design and proved very popular with the public.
Jim McInerney, John Anderson, Geoff Hall, Phil Ryan, Scott 
Matheson, Rowan McConchie and Shirley Costello took turns to 
“man the stand” and answer the many queries that our inspired 
visitors had.

Pictured above; Shirley and Jim, with a customer, at the Garden 
Show.
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Box creek Weir ProJect Vale Maurice kerrins  

agFair at Broken Hill

As part of the Goulburn-Murray Water connections 
program Box Creek Weir and Fish Way is being 
constructed at Kow Swamp, between Leitchville and 
Pyramid Hill. 

The structure will be a multi-bay regulating structure with 
a capacity of 7000 Ml/day at full operation. 

The fish ladder will be an automated top fill fish lock 
which will provide continuous fish passage as part of 
the North Central Catchment Management Authority’s 
environmental management policy for the Loddon Area.

Pyramid Creek is a tributary of the Loddon River in north-
central Victoria, it connects the Loddon River to the 
Gunbower Creek via Kow Swamp and Taylor’s Creek. 

Water from the River Murray can enter Pyramid Creek via 
the National Channel (upstream of Torrumbarry Weir), 
Taylor’s Creek, Kow Swamp and Box Creek.

Pyramid Creek then flows into the Loddon River 
immediately upstream of Kerang Weir. 

The metering point is at the Box Creek regulator. The 
creek delivers irrigation and consumptive water from the 
River Murray to the Kerang Weir. 

Pyramid Creek is considered important for native fish 
including golden perch, silver perch, bony herring and 
Murray cod, with species using the Kerang Weir fish way 
to migrate upstream from the River Murray during high 
flow events. 

The environmental objective for the project is to maintain 
and improve the health of resident native fish populations 
by increasing access to habitat and food resources. 

It is intended that this would be provided under average 
and wet conditions. 

Mawsons are supplying in excess of 1,200 m3 of 40mpa 
low heat, low shrinkage concrete for the project. Up to six 
twin steer trucks have been working out of the Cohuna 
concrete plant to meet the requirements of this job.

Geotech, the lead contractor has been very impressed 
with the accuracy of the slumps and the quality of the 
material supplied. 

A total of 24 pours will be needed over the next few 
months to complete the project.

Coordinating Pyramid Creek flushes with a spring flush in 
the Loddon River will provide additional opportunities for 
fish movement. 

In addition to the concrete supply, Mawsons will be 
supplying erosion control and filter material from the 
Pyramid Quarry later in the build.
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retireMent oF long tiMe eMPloyees

ian Morrison

At the end of January 2016, after almost thirty years with Mawsons, 
Ian Morrison handed the mobile concrete baton to Kent McNeil and 
embarked on a new journey in retirement with his wife Jan. 

Ian first started with Mawsons in 1976, had a short break and then 
returned to the fold. During his time at Mawsons Ian has worked 
at all concrete sites; managing Echuca for many years, establishing 
and managing Fosterville and working on many significant mobile 
projects, perhaps the most notable of which was Torrumbarry 
Weir. In addition to these important roles Ian has worked as a 
Relieving Plant Manager, Construction Project Manager, Plant 
Design Consultant and Fabrication Engineer across the Group. His 
sound advice, common sense approach and can-do attitude have 
deservedly earnt him many good friends amongst customers and 
workmates alike.

Ian said he has loved every minute of his employment with 
Mawsons and has had the opportunity to work with some extremely 
talented people. He is very grateful for the high family values 
and the care that Mawsons demonstrate to their staff and for the 
amazing opportunities given to him within the Company. 

Ian will miss all of this but is now embarking on a new adventure 
with Jan as they head out in their new van to explore this beautiful 
country of ours. Ian and Jan left at the beginning of March heading 
towards South Australia and then in a westerly direction. No set 
plans, no set itinerary just going where the whim takes them.

We wish Ian and Jan all the best, safe travels, good health and lots 
of fun. Ian can still be contacted on his mobile 0428 505404 or 
email morrison.gypsies@gmail.com.

Just prior to Christmas, Rex Lee retired from his gardening 
and maintenance role. Rex fulfilled this position for 25 
years, quietly going about his job of keeping everything 
neat and tidy with his exceptional work ethic and close 
attention to detail.

Rex has retired to his own garden and community groups 
which he and his wife Ann both participate in and enjoy. 
Retirement will also afford Rex the time to travel and catch 
up with family members. Our very best wishes go to Rex 
and Ann.

Pictured left is Bernie Mawson, Rex Lee and Geoff Hall.
Rex was presented with a lovely wall clock on his retirement 
from Mawsons

retireMent oF long tiMe eMPloyees - rex lee

Above; John Mawson making a presentation to 
Ian Morrison. 
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retireMent oF long tiMe eMPloyees - ian WickHaM

On January 29th this year Ian Wickham retired after 42 
years of working firstly as a cartage contractor for over 32 
years and then as an operator at Lake Cooper Quarry for 
the last 10 years.

Ian forged a reputation as a reliable and dedicated 
contractor who had a great focus for customer satisfaction 
and service. He first turned up at Laker Cooper in October 
1972 in a D-series Ford and carted ballast into the 
Rochester Railway yard for $4.00 a load with a record of 
22 loads in one (rather long) shift.

Some of Ian’s memorable moments hauling rock include 
being bogged at Ivanhoe and towing himself out with a 
D9 bulldozer that someone had left parked just up the 
road. The Torrumbarry weir job also stands out as an 
exciting and busy time.

In 2006 Ian decided to sell his truck and worn out shovel 
and become a plant operator at Lake Cooper. In this role 
he operated dump trucks, watercarts, the jaw crusher, 
performed maintenance and helped in the workshop. 

Wick’s great sense of humour and strong camaraderie 
with work mates will see him sadly missed at Lake Cooper 
and within Mawsons. All the very best in your retirement 
Wick.

adrian Bull

Pictured above right is Ian along side the water cart on his 
last day at the quarry.

Pictured bottom right is Adrian Bull making a presentation 
to Ian.

retireMent oF long tiMe eMPloyees - daVe tHoMPson

On 27th April Dave Thompson retired from working at our 
Wangaratta Concrete Plant. Dave originally worked for North 
East Ready Mix which was originally owned by the Judd Family. 
Some of the more notable projects that Dave worked on during 
this time were the King Dam and Buffalo River Dam. When Judd’s 
sold their Yarrawonga plant to Pioneer, Dave bought an Agitator 
truck and became a sub-contractor.

Dave worked as a sub-contractor for over 30 years mainly 
looking after the Yarrawonga plant on his own. He remembers 
the early days when he would do concrete slabs on his own, 
batching and loading the truck, in those days using all bagged 
cement.  He then delivered the concrete and came back to the 
plant and repeated the process.

Dave finished up with Hanson in 2008 and came to work at 
Mawsons as a casual driver. Dave then left to work for Fallon’s 
bus lines and did the town run. Dave’s wife Mary said he put 
on too much weight working on the buses because he had all 
the old ladies making him a cake, thanking him for his great 
service. Dave never had a proper bus stop on his run, he would 
take the older ladies straight to their door and even carry in their 
shopping for them.

A full time job opened up at Mawson’s Wangaratta in 2010 and 
the manager at the time, Rick Layley, knew there was only one 
man he wanted, Dave Thompson, or as he was known to many 
“Thommo”, “Jazza” or Froggy”.

Our very best wishes to Dave and his family on his retirement.

Pictured above is Dave Thompson (left) with Lester Hilli.

 Vale Maurice kerrins  
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sWindler’s Valley PiPe rePlaceMent ProJect

Big Pour at Broken Hill

Over the 2014/15 green season, Mount Hotham Resort 
Management oversaw the construction and replacement 
of the Swindler’s Valley pipeline project funded by the 
Victorian State Government.

The main pipeline was completed ahead of schedule and 
a total of 204; 2.1m diameter pipes with a storm flow 
capacity of 45,000 litres per second were installed. 
Works on the final stage of the project started on 1st 
December 2015. This stage required the installation of 
the Inlet Structure for the upper dam of Swindlers Creek. 
Preparation for the works and the site during December 
and January included removing all excess soil, installing 
temporary diversion pipes for the creek and Hotham’s 
village water supply and installing rock anchors to tie the 
structure to the bedrock.

Formwork panels and reinforcement for the walls were 
completed for concrete pours which were delivered in 
March with the project completion in late April.

Mawsons played a very important role in this project 
batching and delivering approximately 300 metres of 
concrete, delivered by four trucks and all batched out of 
our Mt Hotham batch plant. 

Well done to the team from Myrtleford, Beechworth and 
Wangaratta who were involved in this project. The job was 
the largest job undertaken by our Mt Hotham batch plant 
over the past three years. The aggregate was supplied for 
this job from our Glenrowan Quarries.

sliPForMed FeedBunker

Balranald Concrete plant recently provided concrete 
for a significant pour at a feed lot on a property called 
Hellsgate, owned by Gordon Patterson. The property is 
55 kilometres from Balranald.

Seovic Civil were the responsible contractors engaged 
to construct a continuous trough for cattle feeding. 180 
metres of concrete were poured over two days using six 
trucks.
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sWindler’s Valley PiPe rePlaceMent ProJect Murray Basin rail ProJect

Big Pour at Broken Hill

The Murray Basin Rail Project will deliver important 
upgrades to Victoria’s rail freight network, aiming to 
upgrade and standardise the entire Murray Basin freight 
network. 

The Project will enable primary producers across North 
Western Victoria to get more produce to port more 
efficiently.

The Victorian Government has committed up to $220 
million to deliver the $416 million project, partnering 
with the Commonwealth Government to deliver this 
nationally significant piece of infrastructure. 

Stage one works have commenced and involve a package 
of essential maintenance works along the Mildura freight 
line, between Yelta and Maryborough with a completion 
date of June 2016. This includes replacing 3,400 metres 
of rail and nearly 130,000 sleepers. 

Mawsons Lake Boga and Broken Hill quarries have been 
very busy producing in excess of 10,000 tonnes of rail 
ballast which is being used to bed the new sleepers on 
the Murray Basin Rail Project.

Above; Rail wagons at Broken Hill loaded with 
ballast to be used on the Murray Basin Rail Project.

Recently Broken Hill Concrete 
plant staff were kept busy with an 
impressive 500 cubic metre pour. 
The job was at the local sewerage 
farm and involved filling old wells, 
which were in danger of collapsing, 
with concrete and also securing 
the ground around the wells with 
concrete. 

It took 10 hours to complete the job, 
requiring three trucks from Broken 
Hill and an additional 2 trucks from 
Mildura.
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 Vale Maurice kerrins  

It is with great sadness that we acknowledge the passing 
of our workmate and friend Maurice Kerrins (Moose).

Maurice passed away in Broken Hill on 28th May and was 
buried at the Colbinabbin cemetery on June 8th after a 
service at the Cornella Catholic Church. A large gathering 
of people attended the funeral including many work 
colleagues and friends from Mawsons.

Following are some tributes to Maurice. 

Fond Memories of  Maurice

Maurice was content with who he was and had the 
generosity to share his abundant knowledge of work 
and life with those around him. He was an exceptional 
performer in front of the camera for our ‘Building 
Partnerships’ DVD. In his own way Maurice was a very 
effective teacher. I experienced his leadership on visits 
to the Lake Cooper Lab, during our 2014 study tour to 
ConAgg USA and more recently as a frequent visitor to 
‘his’ winning team at Broken Hill Quarries.

geoff Hall

Above; Maurice (on right) with fellow employees visiting 
the Grand Canyon on the ConAgg tour in 2014.

In 1980 Maurice had a big bushy beard and operated 
the old crushed rock plant which was 2 diesel driven 
crushers, 3 electrically powered conveyors and a screen. 
It was ordinary. There was no more fearsome sight 
than Moose with his bushy beard full of dust; and other 
unmentionables; shaking his fist at Slasher West for 
blocking the plant by tipping a wet bucket load into the 
feeder.

Soon Maurice became our driller. Back then the drill 
rods were lubricated by hand, with a stick dipped 
into black molybdenum grease, which would stick to 
everything, especially beards and clothing. Dust would 
then be attracted and stick to the grease. The effect was 
awesome, and not wasted on Maurice. There was lots of 
development drilling done at that time. It was very tricky 

manoeuvring the old air track drill and compressor. Full 
credit to Maurice; the holes were always as accurate as 
they could possibly be. 

Later Maurice moved on to the Lab and plant foreman. 
He could set the main (tertiary) crushing plant to run 
at maximum production all day, and could “sense” a 
problem from his lab, then move quickly to correct it. 

When Mawsons set up site safety committees Maurice was 
the first Chairman at Lake Cooper, a position he held for 
10 years!

Occasionally Maurice would be the butt of practical jokes. 
When some of the lads, who worked in the workshop, 
wired the horn on Maurice’s ute to the indicators, so that 
every time the flasher flashed the horn blew, it had the 
desired effect.

Through hard work and tenacity, Maurice worked his way 
up to become a Quarry Manager, and, with his intellect 
and experience, did a great job.

Behind a rough, and sometimes gruff, exterior beat a 
heart of gold.

Maurice would help anyone at any time, and those close 
to him knew, and appreciated it.

Vale Maurice.  
roy Webb.

Maurice was my Mate. We have known each other for 
40 odd years and shared many wonderful times together 
– good & bad. We both had an appreciation for Red 
Wine (Shiraz of course) & Dark Rum. Maurice would help 
anyone and was a real ‘Softy’ underneath – he had a 
‘Heart of Gold’.  

Maurice was dedicated to whatever task would cross his 
path, he would not let anything beat him and would not 
be happy until he achieved success no matter what.
He taught me many things at work but away from work, I 
‘managed’ to get him to play Golf.

8  -  Printed on recycled paper
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retireMent oF long tiMe eMPloyees - rex lee

 Vale Maurice kerrins  

We travelled to America together – “ConExpo” which is an 
entrenched memory of him and the good times we had. I 
miss him! 

Wayne douglas.

Wayne Douglas and Maurice, pictured above, at the 
presentation evening when Maurice received his Diploma.

My memories of Maurice began in the mid to late 90s 
when I came to Lake Cooper Quarry to learn blasting. I 
soon struck up a good friendship with Maurice as I found 
him to be a fountain of knowledge and a great character. 
He faced all his tasks front on and never let extreme 
weather or the dark distract him. After 34 years at Lake 
Cooper he never lost his passion for his job. He adapted 
to the modern automated plant and machinery as it was 
implemented. Maurice’s blasting; laboratory and general 
quarry skills were second to none. His loyalty as a worker 
and a friend will never be forgotten.  Maurice will be 
sadly missed by his work mates and is a huge loss to the 
industry.

adrian Bull

When an employee joins Mawsons they “automatically” 
become a part of the Mawson Marketing Team. Some 
people however play a more practical part in marketing 
than others: Maurice was one person who really enjoyed 
his time meeting potential customers and explaining the 
attributes of our products. 

Some years ago Maurice and I were invited by Doug Gray 
to be part of the Girgarre Farmers’ Market and to bring 
along our literature and products to display on a stand. 
The market is held on a monthly basis and for quite a 
number of years Maurice and I would go to Girgarre on a 
Sunday morning, not every market, but several times each 
year. While I drove to Girgarre Maurice would go to the 
quarry and pick up the samples of quarry products. We 
would be set up, get spruced up and have our “gazebo” 
and display ready for an 8.00am start. We would spend 
our time talking to the locals, advertising our products 
and offering “Market Day” specials. Maurice was in his 

“element” explaining the quarry products. We always 
went home with lovely fresh vegie’s, meat and craft 
articles.

Maurice and I also regularly participated at the 
Homebush Field Days, 30 kilometres north of Balranald.

Pictured above is Maurice and Shirley at Homebush 2008.

Rest Peacefully Maurice

shirley costello

Dear All,

It is with a particularly heavy heart that I write to advise 
of the untimely passing of our true friend and workmate, 
Maurice Kerrins. 

Maurice passed away at home in Broken Hill over the 
weekend, he was due to turn 60 in August.

Maurice, or Moose as most people knew him, joined 
Mawsons in March 1979. Moose quickly become a 
stalwart at Lake Cooper Quarry, drilling and operating 
mobile plant, but it was in the lab. and at the tertiary 
plant where his keenness and eye for detail, part of his 
Wool Classer training, really came to the fore.

 Moose was at the coalface when Quality Assurance was 
introduced to our business and his remarkable skills as a 
Quarry Materials Laboratory Technician were recognized 
well beyond Mawsons. The consistency of Moose’s testing 
results placed him amongst the very best in Victoria.

Moose was much more than a Laboratory Technician, 
he loved getting down and dirty, changing screens and 
fixing crushers. His plant set up skills and work ethic 
were exemplary. When Lake Cooper got busy Moose was 
usually out in front, going hard as only he could. Little 
surprize then that Maurice earnt very high marks in his 
Quarry Management Diploma at Box Hill TAFE.

Several Lake Cooper Quarry Managers and indeed 
General Managers were lucky enough to learn from 
Moose’s experience and advice.  After many years 
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Broken Hill has traditionally been perceived as a mining town, yet for 
more than a century, it has also been an important regional support 
centre for the pastoral industry, particularly in outback NSW.

Conceived in 1989, the first Agfair was held in May 1990. 
Subsequent Agfairs have been held biennially since and Mawsons 
have participated in the last four events. Each event has attracted 
around 10,000 visitors over the two days.  The Agfair this year was 
held on May 6th and 7th and Jim McInerney and Shirley Costello 
staffed the Mawson stand with help from the local employees from 
Mawsons’ Quarry, Concrete and Garden supplies. Agfair is timed 
to fit into the national field days “circuit” and the optimum weather 
conditions in Broken Hill. 

Agfair is unique in that a traditional “field days” concept has been 
enhanced to include attractions that appeal to residents of Broken 
Hill, surrounding districts, pastoralists from outlying areas and 
interstate visitors.

Agfair is a non-profit community based organisation, which relies 
on considerable support from local volunteers. The community from 
Broken Hill and surrounding districts have been very supportive of 
Agfair. A considerable amount of time and materials are donated 
each year to improve the site, and to make the event a success. 
Agfair in turn makes a significant contribution to local charities and 
sporting organisations.

No official study has been carried out, however, with an (estimated) 
out of town visitor number of 5,000 plus 7,000 local visitors and 
around 300 exhibitors, the estimated economic impact on Broken Hill 
is around $1,500,000 per event.

Pictured above left is Steven Jay (Spider), from 
Mawsons Broken Hill quarry and member 
of the old engine preservation society who 
provided an exhibition of old engines at the 
Agfair for all to enjoy.

Pictured above right is Colin Prince from the 
Broken Hill Concrete Plant

Bottom; Jim McInerney at Mawsons Agfair 
stand

discreetly running the quarry from his lab. Moose was 
formally appointed as Assistant Quarry Manager, Lake 
Cooper and then, about three years ago, Quarry Manager 
at Broken Hill. This appointment was the culmination of 
an outstanding career for a man who was a great leader, 
exceptional teacher and fine exponent of all aspects of the 
Quarrying profession.

Everyone who knew Moose appreciated that he was a true 
Australian character; he loved his family, his dogs, fishing 
and travelling (locally, around Australia and overseas). 
Those fortunate enough to travel on our 2014 Conexpo 
trip to the USA experienced his dry humour and spirit 
first hand. Community organizations, especially the CFA 
and local football clubs at Colbinabbin and Broken Hill, 
benefitted from Moose’s generosity and energy, always 
given in spades.

Moose was not perfect; he was not always tidy and could 
sometimes be a little short on patience. However if there 
was a man who you would want by your side when the 
going got tough it would be Maurice; he had a golden 
heart as big as a Lions’.

I am sure that you all join with me in extending our 
heartfelt condolences to Maurice’s family. Although they 
will, it is difficult to imagine Maurice’s family missing 
him more than us at Mawsons, as he was a workmate of 
extraordinary skill, commitment and kindness.

John Mawson.

 Vale Maurice kerrins  

agFair at Broken Hill
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saFety Matters – saFety Matters – saFety Matters

Some time has passed since we 
provided an update of the Quarterly 
Safety Award, so here are the winners 
for the December 2015 and March 
2016 quarters.

At the Senior OHS Committee meeting 
in December 2015, Heath Allison, 
Plant Manager at Beechworth Concrete 
Plant was awarded the prize for an 
innovation that he developed after 
concerns were raised by the Cement 
Delivery Drivers about the cement 
powder fill point at the Beechworth 
plant.

Heath designed and installed a step 
and hose saddle to support the hoses 
that are run across a low concrete 
bund wall from the truck to the entry 
point. The fill point on the silo was also 
moved so the drivers wouldn’t have 
to step over the hose to access the 
controls. 

This new arrangement also allows the truck to reverse 
further back into the yard, providing better traffic access 
through the front gates while a delivery is in progress.

The March 2016 quarter winners were Andrew Chapman 
and Hamish McGraw from Mawsons Barham Truck and 
Tractor Service. They went to Pyramid Hill Quarry to 
repair the brakes on the Komatsu dump truck. As the 
job became more difficult the wheel required removing. 
The guys looked at what was available as a safety stand 
and decided that the job could not be completed without 
using the correct equipment.

It doesn’t sound like much but in that time it would have 
been very easy to say we will work with what we have and 
make do. Instead they called up and asked to have two 

safety support stands to be dropped to Pyramid Hill that 
they felt safer working with. Two stands were delivered 
and they continued on to repair Alan’s Komatsu.

Andrew and Hamish were recognised for assessing the 
task and determining that there was a better way to do it, 
even though it would take a little more time. The Senior 
OHS Committee recognised that this was consistent with 
Mawsons’ values, and wanted to reward Hamish and 
Andrew’s good work.

Proudly supporting Mawsons Safety Awards

national Honour For green ProJect

At the National Electrical and 
Communications Association’s (NECA) 
annual industry’s Excellence Awards, 
held in Brisbane, Floyd Industries 
from Wangaratta won the Energy 
Efficiency and Environment Award. The 
Wangaratta based family company, 
who do contract electrical work for 
Mawsons was started by Robert 
Floyd and his wife Merilyn, back in 
1973, won the award for delivering 
an innovative “green” project for the 
Rural City of Wangaratta. The project 
involved replacing the traditional 
electricity supply at the Wangaratta 
Indoor Sports and Aquatic Centre 
(WISAC) with one gas powered 
generator which makes electricity and 
uses the by-product heat to meet all 

WISAC’s requirements.
The environmentally friendly 
co-generator has been operational for 
a year and is saving ratepayers about 
$35,000 annually in energy costs, 
while also reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions by four tonnes a year.

NECA chief executive said the co-
generator project was among “the best 
and most innovative” the industry had 
seen over the past 12 months.

Congratulations to all involved at 
Floyd Industries on your prestigious 
award.
Pictured left; Robert Floyd and his 
daughter Penny with the NECA award.



Building Partnerships since 1912

Congratulations to Andrew and Lauren Dobie on the birth of their 
daughter Phillipa Ann. Phillipa was born on 12th March at Mansfield 
Hospital and weighed 7lb 15ozs. Congratulations to you both and 
welcome to little Pippa.

Already a keen Hawthorn supporter like her mum, Pippa is pictured 
with Shane Crawford.

59 years young and still going strong…..

stork talk
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Greg Whelan gave his mum, Irene, a Mawson golf ball which she duly used a few days later at the Ladies Day at 
Cohuna Golf Club. Irene hit her first “hole in one” with that lucky ball. Well done Irene!

lucky Ball

In 1990 Lester Hilli purchased from Mawsons the 1957 
Glenmix Holden panel van. It was offered to Lester for 
a token sum because he had maintained the vehicle 
from 1976 when he joined the company. Glenmix, as it 
was known was short for Glenrowan ready mix. Glenmix 
concrete operated plants in Benalla, Wangaratta and 
(for a short time) Myrtleford. Mawsons purchased the 
Glenmix business in 1970.

The panel van lay idle for some time until Lester joined 
The Early Holden Car Club Wangaratta and The FE/
FC Club of Victoria. The FE/FC Clubs of Australia 
hold national events every two years, in 2016 it 
was Queensland’s turn and the event was held in 
Toowoomba. At Easter time Lester and wife Christine 
loaded up with cases, camping gear and tent on the 
roof rack and set off for the Nationals at Toowoomba. 
From Toowoomba it was onto Ipswich, Brisbane, down to 
Glen Innes across to Lightning Ridge and finally back to 
Wangaratta, travelling a distance of 2,400 miles (older 
cars odometers are calibrated in miles). All without a 
hitch.

This was the 6th Nationals for the Yellow Peril as it 
is known having previously been to Phillip Island, Mt 
Gambier, Orange, Perth and Hobart. (It was trailered to 
Perth).

The van has featured at many other events including 
Mawsons 100 year celebrations in Cohuna.


